
Throughout the teaching and learning opportunities within Computing, students have a clear progressive route to enable them to be
fully prepared for a rapidly changing world in which they live. This scheme of work has 3 main strands that are threaded through to
enable the development of a range of practical skills with an understanding of processing on different softwares, programming with
algorithms and handling data using different media.
The strands are:

● To use technology effectively both now and as adults in all settings
● To equip students to access and use technology safely
● To use the creative aspects of technology to promote and support mental health and well being  through hobbies and interests.

Autumn Term

Phase 2 Phase 3

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Understanding technology around me.

Computer skills
and Using and
Applying - use
their skills in a
new context and
apply

Powerpoint -
presentation skills

Using and
Applying -
reinforces skills

Word - features
for formatting text

Using and
Applying -
present
information

Word - formatting
images and
organising
content into an
effective layout
Using and
Applying -
creating
characters.

Google Apps - web
design and internet
research Using and
Applying -
research, design
and present.

Google Apps - web
functions/features
and internet
research Using and
Applying - research,
design and present.

Spreadsheet -

entering data,

formatting and

using formulas

Using and
Applying - launch
own game

Online basics

and Mobile

Devices - Using

mobile IT devices

Planned PFA
links

What is a computer
engineer? How do I
look after my own
device?

Looking at how
assembling a
computer at home

Who needs to
present
information?

Looking at jobs
which need a script
or to use
information such

What jobs involve
writing documents?
Looking at jobs
which involve
clerical skills or
creative writing.

Who writes stories
for games and
digital content?
How do you create
characters?

Who designs
websites?

Apprenticeships at
Sunderland
Software City.

look at  outlets such
as Youtube,
photographers and
local artists and how
they utilise the
internet to create

Who uses
spreadsheets?
Jobs involving
spreadsheets.

Game advertising
- interview

How do you design
and make a mobile
device?

Identify college
courses and other
routes or specialist
apprenticeships.



is important
knowledge. How
this could be used
in other contexts.

What is a graphic
designer?
Looking at how art
is used digital in
the world around
them such as in
Film, TV, adverts
and the purpose of
the art.

as; Education,
technology, Online
presenters and
television.

What is an artist ?
What is a digital
artist?

Look at visiting
different art
galleries to see
how artists
presented their
work.

Digitally visiting the
Louvre or other
famous galleries.

Local Galleries
include the Laing,
The great north
museum, the Baltic
and others.

Journalism, writing
for online content
and story writing.

Reporter - Using
the news as a way
to

present written
information to

Interview office
admin staff.

Interview an author
and an illustrator
for digital content.

.Visit a local
newspaper and see
how the paper
constructs all the
different elements.

blogs, vlogs and a
digital profile.

marketing
assistants

What job surround
a game and the
digital industry ?

Exploring social
media marketing
and targetted
advertising roles.

To explore jobs
which involve
mobile devices -
mobile phone sales
or technical
support.

.

Planned cultural
capital
opportunities

Visit the word to
see the history of
computers.

Visiting science
museums such as
the Great north and
discovery museum

Going to galleries
in the region to see
how Art can be
digital and analog.
The Laing, Baltic,
The biscuit factory.

Visit a local
newspaper office
such as Shields
Gazette or links
with
Charlie/George at
The Chronicle

Visit Seven Stories
for an event with an
author or an
illustrator.

Sarah Campbells
sister has wrote a

Visit website
developer
companies within
Sunderland
Software City or
RedMan who

Talk from Karl
Buckley Redman
design.

Visit marketing
agencies which
specialise in game
advertising such
as Edge agency in
Newcastle, Sumo
digital

Visit Newcastle
Apple store for an
Education visit and
Carphone
Warehouse for a
‘geek squad’ event.



to see how art is
presented with
technology.

This also provides
a cross curricular
look at how
computers are
integrated into our
everyday life.

Looking at how to
use presentation
software such as in
colleges or in TV
visiting a local
video studio.

book - maybe use
a guest speaker

design the school
website

Planned
Reading
opportunities

Step by step
instructions

Manuals for
computers and
mobile devices

Packaging and
iconography
related to parts of
computing

When Charlie
McButton lost
power.

Clervaux library
Dockside books

1. Webcam
2. Stuck in

the lift
3. Burgular

alert

Art books and
Ebooks on

● Cubism
● Picasso
● Pointillism
● Pop Art
● Cezanne

https://ww
w.bbc.co.u
k/bitesize/t
opics/zh7
2pv4/reso
urces/1
provides
the
beginning
link to
different
artists.

Clervaux Library

Dockside books
-Tv Star, Spray
paint, painted

Lookin at local and
national
newspapers and
the differences
between paper.

Fast forward books

Ideas for reporting
from these stories

1. Food of
the world

2. Dad and
Dan go
fishing

3. The
Hungry
Mosquito

Looking at familiar
books by local
authors such as
Dan Smith or Pat
Barker ( both link to
the World Wars)

Alternatively
looking at Roald
Dahl and Quentin
Blake  this could
also lead to looking
at David Walliams.

1. The Boy
in the
dress

2. Willy
Wonka

3. My Stink
4. The Twits

David Walliams
books also have
versions in Iplayer
to see how a book

Lookin at famous
graphic designers
such as

Rob Janoff - Apple
logo

Carolyn Davis -
Nike tick

Fast Forward
books

1. Animal
disguises

2. Different
cultures,
different
food.

Chip Kidd - Jurassic
Park log

Fast Forward books

3. Cars of the
future.

Lookin at famous
graphic designers
such as

Rob Janoff - Apple
logo

Chip Kidd -
Jurassic Park logo

Carolyn Davis -
Nike tick

Further looking at
how different
campaign’s
influence a reader.

1.Cars of the
future

2.Looking at
Space.

3.Travelling
around

Job application
forms for various
companies.

Manuals for similar
mobile devices
such as samsung,
apple and one
touch.

Fast forward books

1. Marty and
the
magazine

2. The
inventors
club

3. Everything
is
changing

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh72pv4/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh72pv4/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh72pv4/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh72pv4/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh72pv4/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh72pv4/resources/1


faces, Hospital
radio.

can be presented
or read aloud.

4. On the
Team

Planned key
vocabulary
(subject
specific)

Paint examples

brush, lines,
mouse, cursor,
colour, fill, shapes
and move

Computer
assembly
Tower, mouse,
keyboard, tablet,
phone, mobile
device, button,
screen and touch
screen

Powerpoint

SLides, new ,
toolbar, title,
images, copy ,
paste. left click,
right click, double
click

Drag, drop move,
change colour.,
resize, change font.
lines, draw, shapes
portrait landscape ,
paint brush,

Powerpoint ,Word
and Computing key
words.

Present, read,
slides, duplicate,
order , reorder,
develop, add image
, copy, paste,
move, icon.

Word, document,
write, type, font.
size, title and
paragraph.

File, new, open,
save, save as,
folder, my
documents, new
folder

Internet,
Powerpoint, and
computing
keywords

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google.

Present, read,
slides, duplicate,
order , reorder,
develop, add image
, copy, paste,
move, icon.

File, new, open,
save, save as,
folder, my

Internet,
documents, and
computing
keywords

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google.

Design
Colouring, fonts,
style
development,
sidebar, tools, rss
feed, social media
links, image and
layout.

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google,
hyperlink, select

Design
Colouring, fonts,
style
development,
sidebar, tools, rss
feed, social media
links, image and
layout

Internet, excel or
numbers based
software and
computing key
words.

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google.

Edit, calculate,
add,operation
subtract, formula,
cell extract, update
and equals.

Coding
Program,
software, steps,
sequence,
troubleshoot ,
debug and run.

Internet, excel or
numbers based
software and
computing key
words.

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google
Mobile devices
On/off, volume,
screen, touch
screen, battery,
charging cable, usb
plug, usb, WIFI,
bluetooth,
headphones and
camera.I

Knowing
technology by first
being able to
Switch on and
Shutdown. To be
able  to use
technology safely

Folders Use
technology safely
and respectfully.
student will revise
skills previously

To use and recap
basic computer
skills to build on
knowledge of
saving , finding and

To introduce a
Hyperlink and
understand that it
links to an outside
source. This could
be used across
presenating or in a

Evaluate a
website, looking at
its design, purpose
and why these are
important when
creating a website.

Adding hyperlinks
into a webpage. A
link to the official
page of your hobby
or interest or a
contact hyperlink -
hyperlink may need

Number
Operations in
spreadsheets.
Enter and edit text
and numbers in
cells and use SUM
formula; begin

Use an online IT
system (google
apps).

Start an online IT
system or
application
(google/chrome),



and respectfully
learning different
buttons.
Students will learn
to turn on and
shutdown
computing
equipment safely
using the on and
off button (on
tower/device,
mouse and
monitor.

Using a Mouse or
Trackpad to drag
and drop,
manipulate and
retrieve digital
content.
Students will learn
how to move the
cursor (mouse
arrow) and/ or click
using a trackpad.

To use my
knowledge of a
mouse or trackpad
on a screen such
as an ipad or
tablet.
What can I do on a
surface or tablet?

To launch an
application such as

learnt and learn to
create folders.

For the user to use
the icons and
buttons to find new
software.

To use basic
computer skills,
such as logging on,
turning on and
searching.

Create and use a
folder for storing
new work and
retrieving
information.

Introduction to a
presentation Use
technology
purposefully to
create, organise,
store, manipulate
and retrieve digital
content. Theme to
relate to topics
from other
subjects.

What are
presentations
are.and how to
present their ideas
, organising
enough slides to

using my own
documents.

Create a piece of
writing which
contains different
elements, change
or font, size,
headings ,
subtitles,
paragraphs and
understand the
formatting
purposes.

Developing this
knowledge again
with understanding
how to Align Text
(left, right and
centre).

Bullets and
Numbering Create
a class list and add
bullets and
numbers.

Advancing and
Selecting , so the
pupil is able to use
keyboard Shortcuts
For example; copy.
paste and cut but
knowing the
different ways of
enabling these
shortcuts, pupils

document . Also
you will be using a
hyperlink in the
following project.
Plan and use a
layout for a diary
entry with a photo
or a Fact file on a
character or person
also with a photo.
To use new
elements in the
document such a
table to show
information. Learn
how to insert a
table and format
table.
To begin to use the
tools in common
software such as
spelling check and
grammar checks.
Be aware of US
and UK versions.
Look and find the
images/icon which
relates to the
spelling and
grammar check.
Learn the Layout
for other
documents such as
posters,
newspaper/magazi
ne adverts or
Facebook social

To design a simple
and effective 3
page web page for
your hobby or
interest. Looking at
context,theme,
design , audience
and purpose. What
would be the title of
each page?

Add information
using text tools. In
order to develop a
webpage. Looking
at how websites
and social media
look and
developing this
accordingly such
as creating
banners or text box
manipulation.

Begin to add my
own images to a
webpage and to
develop presenting
an idea to a bigger
audience
Remembering the
importance of
saving images
appropriately.

to be recapped if
ability 6 was missed.

Understanding how
to Publish the page
online and how this
can look.
Understand safety
around publishing
online.

Start to investigate
how websites collect
information to shape
content e.g. social
media asking
questions, have a
pole on a website.
Look at the
difference between
social media data
collection e.g. live
polls and websites
which ask for you to
enter personal
information, which
will gain the most
information and the
most up to date?

Using and applying

Research and
design a new
bedroom using
google sketch up or
similar design
software. Use the
internet to find

formatting cells
with bold, fill,
border etc.

Begin to use the
SUM function for a
League Table.
Order data using
the Sort function
and produce a
graph to present
the data.

Add, Edit and
Calculate Data.
Students will
create totals and
averages for
league table data;
sort according to
either column then
add or edit the
data. Students
should begin to
understand the
benefit of
automatic
recalculation when
editing.

Solving Problems
Give students
pocket money
investigation
where the solution
to a problem is
best calculated

set and use a
secure password.
Work safely and
responsibly online
and when setting
passwords. A good
password will
have upper and
lower case letters,
numbers and
characters but
should also be
easy to remember.
e.g. Ian100%ok or
50%Chimp. Also
an awareness that
they should not
share their
password with
other people
under any
circumstances.
Close down the
system or
application
appropriately when
finished.

Search for and
use internet
based information

Choose
appropriate
sources of
IT-based
information
(reliable websites,
maps or forums) to
conduct simple
internet searches
based on holidays
involving finding a



finding a camera,
weather or familiar
icons for games or
youtube.

To recognise the
picture and
iconography that
will repeat
throughout different
aspects of
technology. Such
as camera icon ,
photo icon,
telephone icon or
facetime icons.

Folders and Save,
understand how to
save and open files
in their folder.
To save a file and
organise its
placement, being
supported. Also
recognising that
saving is applied to
word software on a
computer.

Dragging -
developing from an
earlier point Using
the mouse or
trackpad drag
objects in a file
from one location

talk about 2- 5 key
points, characters
or plot.

Add new slides and
new sllide Layout -
begin to
understand the
purpose of different
layouts etc to
combine text and
image, text only
etc.

Adding text to
slides. First look at
the provided
formats and then
how to add a text
box.* for example
adding an opening
slide with a title and
name.

Add and Format an
Image. Looking at
adding images to a
slide. Add images
from a file and the
internet.

Add and format an
image for a slide,
using crop, move
and scale.

Copy and paste,
using these

should be able to
use both versions
right click on a
mouse and the
keyboard shortcut.

Using Text Boxes
and Text Wrap
select, use and
insert these
reviewing where
the text box or
wrapped text would
be useful.

To be able to draw
and design using
software to
illustrate This could
be within a theme
designing a logo ,
coat of arms or
creating a slogan
for the school or
their house group.

Using some
research in class to
see what colours,
fonts or images
people like to aid
the creative
process. Create a
basic 3 question
closed
questionnaire (what
is your fav colour,

media profiles and
the names of the
different features of
these layouts.
Compare these to
the diary entry or
fact file layout you
created and
comment on
similarities and
differences.

Using and
applying
Use the internet to
research 3 of your
favourite cartoon
characters, finding
3 images and
discuss features
(hair colour,
characteristics etc)
Design and create
an original
character using
appropriate
software. Consider
all the features
discussed in the
cartoon character
task above. Take
time to plan first
and then create
character.
Create a short
story involving my
new cartoon

Using and
applying

To use software
other than 2Simple
to create a
character and
additional features
or other materials
linked to my
character e.g. cars,
houses etc.

Combine software
to present
information about
my character.
Present a story to
the class using a
form of
presentation the
student is
comfortable with -
this may be in the
powerpoint or read
straight from the
storybook they
created.

examples of “dream
bedrooms”

Search the internet
effectively and
safely using chrome
or similar programs
to develop a mood
board or ideas for a
bedroom.
Combine above
software to draw
and begin to design
room plans
(sketchup)  and
other features.
Creating  documents
or drafts in a word
document adding
these notes to
document changes
and reasons for
design  to add to the
sketchup file

Use tools within
sketchup to format
bedroom design -
colours etc Also use
original images and
sourced images in
design.

Present the design
on sketch up to the
class.

using a
spreadsheet. They
must use prior
knowledge and
skills to find the
best solution.
Party Plan Budget
provides a list of
possible items and
prices, along with
a maximum
spending budget.
They must choose
items for a party,
calculate
quantities and
totals within the
set budget for a
given number of
people.
t
Design Your Own.
After a recap of
the skills taught so
far, and the
potential use for a
spreadsheet,
pupils are given an
open-ended
challenge to
design their own
spreadsheet either
an original idea or
adapt an earlier
spreadsheet.

place on a map
such as a hotel,
leisure facilities or
community
facilities and
present outcomes
in an e-portfolio.

Use browser
software to
navigate web
pages and find
required
information
students should
use a web
browser effectively
and safely subject
to supervision,
trying more than
one browser to
see how similar
they are and any
differences. (e.g.
use a browser on
a smartphone)
This will help
promote
transferable skills
and independence
of particular
applications.

Select and use
information which
is reliable and fit for
purpose. Use
appropriate
search criteria to
find relevant
information, and
check its



to another. What
moving a document
means - the file is
now in a new
location.

Create, organise,
store, manipulate
and retrieve my
work.  Such as a
folder with their
name or finding my
documents.
Demonstrate they
know what the
icons are for open,
save etc.

Typing - develop
file names with own
typing skills.
.
Editing - open a
file, edit and save
work. Edit by
adding more text.

Using 2simple
provides students
with a picture of
themselves - they
could take a selfie
and they must add
a frame around a
photo or change
the style of the

shortcuts. (Ctrl C
and Ctrl V or right
click selecting
different options
with words)

Reorder Slides and
present a
presentation to
class.

Using and
applying

Using Pointillism
use technology to
create/reproduce a
style of
art such as
illustrator of 2
simple drawing
software.

Cubism Castle
Create computer
art in a particular
style with a brief
and theme. such as
creating a digital art
piece in the style of
Cezanne, Braque
or Picasso.

Create a
presentation
alongside your
image, Add the title
of your image,
artist's name, your
name and any facts
you have on the
artist.

which font do you
like and which is
your fav image?)

To use internet and
keyword searched
to find and retrieve
some images or
information to
support their idea.
Use the term
research
appropriately for
the project, looking
at the
understanding of
how we use
images and
information online.

Combine the
multiple softwares
used above to
design, create my
own  presentation
with software such
as powerpoint,
slides or Prezzi

To be able to look
at and reflect on
design. Are the
choices appropriate
for the audience
and context? Are
they user

character, using
appropriate
software such as
2simple . Other
characters can also
be used in the
story. Story should
try to be original
but students can
adapt a favourite
tale.

Using and
applying

research some
games and their
design and look at
themes.

Design a new
game, using
appropriate
software to
present
information and
advertise a
product launch.
Looking at how a
game like Fifa
evolves and how a
game like animal
crossing creates a
world around
them/

To look at purpose
of a game and its
audience
(introduce the term
demographic)pres
ent this related
research using
appropriate
software

Use Scratch or
Kodu to create a
simple game for
primary pupils. For
instance rock
paper
scissors.Using
prior knowledge of
the software they
choose.

plausibility and
usefulness.
Continuing with
the theme of
holidays search
for flights or other
modes of
transport to get to
destination
including
departure times
and prices.

Use email to
communicate and
exchange
information

Open and read
email messages.
Safely open and
read email
showing an
understanding of
the dangers of
malicious file
attachments.
Define the term
"spam"
(unsolicited
e-mai)l and that
some spam is
simply advertising
whereas other
spam is trying to
trick them and get
money from them.

Create and send
e-mail messages.
using 2email create
and send emails
with appropriate



photo to black and
white.

Using a creative
paint software
effectively, can you
name and use
different elements
of the software
such as a brush,
pen, shapes and
manipulate colours
for borders or fill for
purpose.

Use shapes to
create a particular
image such as
creating animals or
a face using simple
shapes; triangle,
circle , square ,
oval, rectangle.

Use paint based
software to be
creative in
producing a self
portrait with
different brushes
and shapes (see
two points above)
their name on the
page and
successfully save
and print.

Find , name and
save two
documents or
images and find
them.  Create a
folder for the
project and keep
both documents in
there.

Use Scratch to add
a backdrop
featuring a castle
image and
character (sprite).
copy and insert
code. To introduce
words such as
debug - solve
problems, writing
code - a set of
instructions to
follow, algorithm - a
process to be
followed by a
computer.

Create code for a
pair of characters,
involving speech
and movement

friendly/accessible
for all ? Design

appropriate
advertising
materials to launch
or promote a
product. such as
looking at how a
brand is launched,
developed and its
end goal.

N.B. Use -Honey
and mumfords
business cycle
(1984) to
reference the
stages of
development for
the above
statements.

content - reading
the email and
responding
appropriately.

Show an
understanding that
sending
attachments in
different file
formats risk the
recipient not
being.

Enter and edit text
to meet the need.
show that they
can edit text within
email, correcting
simple errors in
punctuation and
spelling and
moving, adding
and removing text
using cut and
paste. Using
keyboard
shortcuts such as
CTRL C, V and X
in email settings.

Set up a mobile
device to meet
needs.
Use correct
procedures to start
and shutdown a
mobile device.
Students  need to
be able to access
applications.Videol
og students access



apps to show and
explain what device
they are using, how
they are using it
and what they have
done to prepare it
for their task at
hand.

Identify any specific
health and safety
issues associated
with the use of the
mobile device.
show
understanding and
awareness of
health and safety
issues - continue
videolog
highlighting the
issues.

Input data into a
mobile device.
Students could use
the device to input
numbers into a
spreadsheet
application for
measuring data,
but could also use
it to record audio,
video or graphical
data. Students will
need to show they
can choose the
correct application
and are aware of
the needs of the
data collection.  For
example, not being
in a noisy
environment (if



possible) when
imputing audio
data, or not being
in too light or too
dark areas when
inputting images
and video data.

State why it is
important to stay
safe, keep
information secure
and to respect
others when using
mobile devices.

Use a connection
between devices -
take a photo on a
device and use
email, bluetooth or
USB connection to
transfer - important
to use a range of
connections so
students have skills
to transfer if the
internet is down or
only limited
connection. Identify
requirements for
devices to connect.

Recognise
copyright
constraints on the
use of information.
Students should
demonstrate their
basic
acknowledgement



of the rules and
regulations of using
information. signing
AUP documents
and creating an
acceptable user
policy.

Identify common
problems that
occur with mobile
devices and where
to get expert advice
to solve them.
Students can show
a basic
understanding of
some problems,
but also when they
are not sure they
know who to ask or
where they can go
to for support and
advice.

Identify factors that
can affect the
performance of the
mobile device.
Mobile devices can
degrade over time
e,g, keep storage
under 75%,
uninstalled unused
software and only
charge when
needed rather than
constant charge.





Spring Term

Phase 2 Phase 3

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Creative technology and programming

Toy makers Branding and
programmers

Programmers and
story

Researcher and
digital
development

Artists in
architecture

Coder and game
development

Coder and game
development

programming
games and
coding for a job

Planned PFA
links

What jobs are
involved in toy
making?
What is the job of a
toy maker?.

What key skills
would be needed to
apply for the above
jobs?

What is a
programmer?
What is a brand?

Further looking at
what is a
programmer and is
it one job?

What jobs support
a programmer ?

What is an author
or children’s
author?

What is a
researcher and
how is this a job?

What is a digital
developer? Why
would a brand or
company need a
developer?

What is an
architect? What
jobs are involved in
architecture?

Interview an
architect or visit a
local Architecture
firm.

What is game
development?
What is market
research ?

What is coding for
gaming?

How do you
become a games
designer or work in
game design?
Explore NVQ and
apprenticeship
routes

Interview Game
developer at
ubisoft.

Planned cultural
capital
opportunities

Visit The bear
factory in
Metrocentre to see
a bear being made.

Visit big little toys in
Durham or Nuby in
Boldon.

Visit the life centre
for different events
to see how
technology is
programmed into
science.

Go on a local walk
around a shopping
centre to see how
different brands
look

Visit Seven stories
to see an author
event

Visit a life centre
to see how
programmers use
their skills

Visiting local
marketing
companies and
interviewing people
who work at the
Baltic, Train station
and Supermarkets
to see how digital
development has
changed their jobs.

Interview the
architect involved in
SsSC Epinay move.

Visit the life centre
for the gaming
event

VIsiting software
city and Ubisoft to
talk about the
roles in the games
market.

visit ubisoft and
game developer
companies within
Sunderland
software city

Planned
Reading
opportunities

Julia Donaldson’s
gruffalo series or
Stick man

Dogger

Grace Hopper ,
queen of computer
code.

Big Mammals of
the world

Exploring under the
sea

Flying deep

Otis and Will
discover the deep

Iggy Peck, architect

How the house is
built

You can only save
mankind

Game over

Fast forward books

The boy who
thought outside
the box

CTrl Z

Job application
forms for various
companies.

Manuals for similar
mobile devices



The Velveteen
rabbit

WInnie the pooh

Project X books

1. Max’
Rocket

2. Molly’s
new toy

3. Don’t
press the
buttons

If you gave a
mouse an iphone.

When Charlie
Mcbutton lost
power.

Dockside
1.Disco Hall
2.Burgular alert
3.The carpark

Project x books
1. The cyber

patrol
2. The

rocket’s
flight

3. Spaceship
graveyard.

The big book of the
blue.

Fast forward

1.It’s a jungle out
there
2.Saving coral
reefs
3. My best friends a
genius

Project x

1. The cave
of life

2. The planet
Exis

3. The Junk
Cruncher

Fast forward
1. Animal

travellers
2. Fish
3. Exploring

the barrier
reef

Dockside
1. Nice bike
2. Tv star
3. Spray

paint

Young Frank
Architect.

Look at that
Building.

If I built a house

Cool architecture

Mud Huts to
skyscrapers.

fast forward
1.Bridges
2.The channel
tunnel
3.Building the
Pyramids
4.The inventors
club

1.Simple machines Jumanji

Fast forward
books
Gadget boy and
the kid fantastic
Unusual hobbies

such as samsung,
apple and one
touch.

Fast forward books

4. Marty and
the
magazine

5. The
inventors
club

6. Everything
is
changing

Planned key
vocabulary
(subject
specific)

Computing basics
Tower, mouse,
keyboard, tablet,
phone, mobile
device, button,
screen and touch
screen

Coding
Software, steps,
sequence,
troubleshoot , and
start

Computing basics
Tower, mouse,
keyboard, tablet,
phone, mobile
device, button,
screen and touch
screen

Brand
Logo, colour,
design, font ,
software, audience.

Programming
directions
Left , right click ,
arrow keys, internet

Computing basics
Tower, mouse,
keyboard, tablet,
phone, mobile
device, button,
screen,
monitor,touch
screen, trackpad,
drawing tablet and
multiple monitors.

Writer
Word (software),
story, narrative,
character,

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google

Branding
Developer, logo,
icon, Font, colour ,
audience, language
demographic,conce
pt,  style,
functionality and
creativity.

Computing basics

Google sketch up
Eraser, pencil ,
line,zoom (orbit),
shape, follow me
and push/ pull
functions.

Architecture terms
Building, bridge,
house, landscape,
cityscape, city ,
countryside,
modular, typology,
concept, space and
scale.

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google

Gaming terms
Player, playability,
style of game, first
person, console,
audience, concept,
plot, story and
multiple story lines,
language,
development

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google

Gaming terms
Player, playability,
style of game, first
person, console,
audience, concept,
plot, story and
multiple story
lines, language,
development

Internet, browser,
explorer, chrome,
firefox, search
engine, google

Gaming terms
Player, playability,
style of game, first
person, console,
audience, concept,
plot, story and
multiple story lines,
language,
development



browser, Scratch ,
software, program,
run and stop/start
sequence.

organise,
paragraph, notes,
title , comments
and research

Coding
Program, software,
steps,
sequence,blocks,
repeat,
troubleshoot ,
debug and run

Tower, mouse,
keyboard, tablet,
phone, mobile
device, button,
screen and touch
screen

Programming
toys

Building Bricks
Begin to show an
understanding that
programs are
executed by
following precise
instructions.
Introduce beebot
and programming
language - forward,
backwards etc.
Spend time with
students to develop
their own sense of
direction.

Recap directional
language and using
beebots students
will create simple
programs following
picture instructions
for moving around
buildings and
shapes on floor
mats.

Preparing for
Turtle Logo

Moving forward
and making turns
Prepare students
for using Turtle
Logo on screen by
asking students to
give their partner
instructions to
move using
programming
directional
language e.g.
forward, back etc.
Set out some
cones and ask the
student to move
their partner on a
route. Ask the
student to write
down or draw
arrow instructions
for another pair to
try.

Walking Shapes
Students to come
up with instructions

Programming
Turtle Logo and
Scratch

Backwards
Make sure all of the
students can draw
rectangles and
squares using the
repeat
command.
Demonstrate how
backward or bk can
be used to move
backwards.
Repeating
Squares:
Demonstrate
drawing a set of
growing squares,
all starting from the
same place.
Snipping Tool:
Show how to snip
an area of the
screen and save
the snipped picture.
Screenshot:
Alternatively,
screenshot using

Scratch Question
and Quiz.

Questions and
Answers
Introduce quizzes
What is a quiz?
What is the
purpose of a quiz?
Can you name any
quizzes?
Show a paper quiz
and an online quiz
with similar math
questions,  Which
quiz would you
prefer to do? Why?
In pairs, student
have a go at both
types of quizzes
before identifying
and writing down
the pros and cons
of each using the
Types of Quizzes

Using Scratch:
How can we use
Scratch to create a
quiz? Look at your

Sketch up

2D to 3D
Introduce Sketchup
software and that
students will use it
to design a house
and rooms.
Students watch
Getting Started with
SketchUp Part 1.

Review the tools
from video and take
questions including;
Shape Tool:
Push/Pull Tool
Orbit, Pan and
Zoom:
Line:.
Move:
Get students to use
tools on IWB and
then use the rest of
the lesson to
investigate the tools
independently.

Line and Move tools

Scratch.

Animate a Scene
design, write and
debug programs
that accomplish  a
goal

Goal should include
controlling or
simulating physical
systems; solving
problems by
breaking this down
into smaller parts.

Sequence,
selection, and
repetition in
programs; work with
variables and
various forms of
input and output.

Use developed
logical reasoning to
explain how some
simple algorithms
work and to detect
and correct errors in

Kodu

Kodu
Using Kodu and
how it is different
to sctrach , look at
if the child can
recognise the
difference and
similairities of the
two coding suites.

Research  its
features and how
it works.
Investigate and
evaluate the
features of
programming
software. What are
the better features
across platforms?
What is different ?

When and Do
Instructions
Design, write and
debug programs
that accomplish

Using micro;bits
and physical
computing.

Introduction to
micro bits and how
to use the physical
components safely
and responsibly.

Using the
integrated software
and how to link the
devices and run
programs. Child
should see that the
features on the
screen correspond
with the physical
device.

Introducing the hex
file and knowing
this procedure of
loading this onto a
mirco;bit

Begin to
programme the



Algorithms
Introduce
algorithms.
Algorithms mean
the steps taken to
complete a task.
Understand how
algorithms are
used as programs
on digital devices -
e.g. the washing
machine has a built
in algorithm to
wash clothes,
students follow an
algorithm to brush
teeth. Students are
to write instructions
to build a face on a
potato man toy or
to draw a face on
paper.

Program a Person
Continuing with
creating simple
programs. Students
write instructions to
program a person.
like a computer to
walk around desks
in the classroom or
up and down
corridors. Begin to
use the word
debug to correct
any errors in
programs.

Bee-Bot Toy Shop
Students program
a Bee-Bot to reach
a set marker.
Students program
more than one step

whereby one
partner instructs
their partner to
walk a square that
has 3 steps on
each side. Write
the instructions
down or draw
arrow instructions
and compare with
another pair.
How would you
make squares of
different sizes?
How would you
make a rectangle
with a longer side
of 5 steps and a
shorter side of 2
steps? Ask another
pair to try your
instructions. Are
Are your
instructions clear
enough?

Half and Quarter
Turns
Students give and
follow an algorithm
to make half and
quarter turns.
Explain to the
students how to
make a half turn
and quarter turn to
the right
or left. Give the
students
instructions to
move using half
and quarter turns
and in pairs follow
the instruction and

print screen and
copy into paint
using select, crop
and save.

Pen Up and Pen
Introduce students
to penup and
pendown
commands. Ask
the students what
algorithm
would make a
dotted line?
Students create an
algorithm to create
a dotted line and
then to draw
concentric squares
and rectangles
joined with a dotted
line.

Regular Polygons
Demonstrate
turning Angles
Other Than
90°/What Angle to
Turn? Introduce the
different rotating
angles and
demonstrate each
one. Explain how to
work out what
angle you would
use in your
command. Do you
come across any
problems with any
of the shapes?
What happens as
you draw regular
polygons with more
and more

list of pros – will
Scratch allow you
to
recreate these?
student open
Scratch on their
computers or
devices, explore
the blocks and tick
any pros which can
be built with blocks
then feedback to
the whole class.

Decomposing the
Problem: How are
we going to create
a quiz? What are
the steps that we
need to take
before we can
create a quiz
programme? On
the IWB show a
flowchart with the
initial steps that are
needed
before
programming can
occur. In pairs,
student create their
own flowchart of
steps to take to
create a quiz on
scratch e.g you
can’t add correct or
wrong answer
effects before the
questions and
answers have been
programmed.

Show how to draw
a square and how
to add windows,
doors and steps
using the shape
and Push/Pull tools.
Students to draw a
simple house with
various features.

Detail
Watch the Getting
Started with
SketchUp Part 2
video. Recap any
tools that the
students
struggled in the
previous lesson.
Demonstrate the
following:
Dimensions
A Second
Rectangle
Model
The Eraser
Push/Pull to
Measure
Inference
Select
Roof
Students  open a
new file and  create
and add details to a
house.
Add detail to the
roof
as modelled

Inside
Watch Getting
Started with
SketchUp Part 3

algorithms and
programs.

students are
provided with a
single backdrop and
main characters for
a story scene
(inside a castle).
The task is to use
coding to create
suitable animations
to fit the setting.
End goal to create a
scene for a simple
sorry.

Understand how to
use a message
broadcast in the
story structure. To
also  structure and
control the timing of
events of when
message should be
broadcast in an
animation.

Show and Hide See
above. To control
when objects need
to be visible.

Sequence a Story
See above. student
add further scenes
and plot to their
story to create a
sequence of events
with a beginning
and ending.To
create a digital story
narrative.

specific goals,
including
controlling or
simulating physical
systems

Solve problems by
decomposing
them into smaller
parts. Use logical
reasoning to
explain how some
simple algorithms
work and to detect
and correct errors
in algorithms and
programs.

Using Kodu as a
programming
environment and
develop how to
write simple
instructions using
the basic Kodu
format.Program
using  Kodu for
‘When’ and ‘Do’
instructions.

Creating Worlds
by decomposing
them into smaller
parts and features.
students design a
new virtual
landscape for a
computer game,
first on paper then
adapting the
features of Kodu
to create the world
in the computer
programming
environment. Use

‘shakeem’
programme to the
device and
understand the
initial steps of
running this on a
micro;bit, firstly on
screen and then on
the physical device.

Explain and
understand the
different features of
a micro bit, lights,
giros and movable
adaptations. What
could they create ?

Use and develop
the key features of
the micro;bit
software to develop
the understanding.
such as what each
block contains and
relative features
the can be reused.

Python - language
for website
development

Start Python IDLE
and run a Python
program.

Use Python to
perform
calculations.

Write simple
programs that
respond to user
input.



at once, with the
goal
of programming all
instructions in one
go.
Extension -
Program Bee- Bot
to avoid obstacles
placed
on the mat.

Debugging
Bee-Bots Students
will be given
incorrect
instructions and
must fix the
instructions using
clear to start
instructions again.
Students should
use word or arrow
cards to correct the
instructions.

Bee-Bot Toy Shop
Part 2 Students
program a
sequence to make
a Bee-Bot move
around the mat to
collect 5 toys,
including
reversing/backward
s.

Programming
with ScratchJr

Show the students
a demonstration of
a ScratchJr, show a
simple program
being created that
follows precise

turns and record or
draw the shape
they create by
walking the steps.

Right 90 and Left
90 Students give
and follow an
algorithm using the
commands right 90
and left 90.
Demonstrate to
students to they
understand that a
right angle is 90°.
Explain to student
that they can use
right 90 and left 90
to represent a
quarter
turn. Give student
instructions using
forward, right 90
and left 90 to walk
and record squares
and rectangles.

Command
Abbreviations
Students use
recognised
abbreviated
language in an
algorithm to write
letters L, T or F.
student
demonstrate their
letter algorithm to
the rest of the
class.
• Have they used
the command

sides? What is the
most number of
sides you can draw
a regular polygon
with?
Students to
1. write an
algorithm for a
square of side 120
and a square of 60
inside.
2. Write an
algorithm for 4
rectangles of sides
30 and 50 with a
space of 20
between each.
3. Write an
algorithm for a
rectilinear number
8.

Drawing
Recap by asking
students to create
an algorithm that
will do the
following:
• Move forward 50
and change colour
• Move back 100
and say “Forward
again!”
• Move back to the
start and make a
sound
Show the student
how to use the pen
block to draw as
the sprite moves.
Students then use
the pen, forward
and turn blocks to
draw different size
squares and

Programming an
Algorithm students
will use flowchart to
start building a
sequence of
blocks to
create a program
that will work for a
quiz.

A Short Quiz
Model how to
program questions
onto a sprite using
Scratch. Students
will then write upto
5 quiz questions
and program their
questions using
Scratch.  Save
project.

3. Changing the
Sprite Open project
from last lesson
Sprites:Recap what
is a sprite? How
can we change or
vary the sprite?
When should we
change the sprite?
Demonstrate a
Scratch Colour
Chart.
Changing Colours:
Changing Costume
Changing Size:.
Changing the
Sprite
student select one
of the above to add
an effect to their
project.
Extension.

Demonstrate how to
use the
Measurements and
Zoom Extents tools
to create a 3D
cuboid. How can we
see inside this 3D
shape? What tools
could we use?
Model how to use
the Eraser tool to
expose the inside of
the 3D shape.
Guides: Use the
Tape Measure tool
to create guides.
Use the
Measurements
toolbar to be
precise.

Rectangles:
Demonstrate how to
draw 2D shapes
and erase guides.

Wall Effects: Using
the inference tool
show how walls can
be extended.
Heal the Surface:
Erase the
unnecessary lines.
Change the field of
view to help.
Create: Launch
SketchUp and use
the Inside Activity
Sheets to create the
inside of the house
as
demonstrated.
Remind students to
save their files to an
agreed location.

Adding Audio See
above. student
record and insert
speech for
characters to
enhance their
existing story
projects. To
enhance an
animated story, how
to add this using
video or audio
editing software.

To add interactive
user features to a
scene or story.

To evaluate and use
digital animation
and storyboards to
improve and
develop a story.
How could the
animation be made
better? What could
it be compared to
such as; The
Simpsons, Steven
universe, clones
war or Adventure
time.

Looking at possible
links such ASDF
video on youtube
(animated in adobe
flash)

tools and add
features to create
an original
landscape in
Kodu.

Deconstructing
Code Solve
problems by
decomposing
them into smaller
parts.

Use logical
reasoning to
explain how some
simple algorithms
work and how to
put them back
together to create
a larger piece of
code.

student are
provided with code
to analyse and
explain what it is
intended to do,
through logical
reasoning. The
code can then be
input to be tested.
Analyse and
deconstruct code
to work out its
purpose. Looking
at why you would
add different
scenes together.

Race Track
Design, write and
debug programs
that accomplish
specific goals,

Understand why
programming
languages use data
types.

Use type casting in
Python to enable
numerical inputs.

Be aware of the
importance of
annotating code.

Understand how
selection is used to
make decisions in
a computer
program.

Recognise and use
comparison
operators.
Use if, elif and else
in Python
programs.

Use Python lists as
a data structure.

Repeat blocks of
code.

Use for, in and
range in Python.

Use while-loops in
Python to iterate
blocks of code.

To understand the
difference between
validation and
verification.



movement
instructions. During
the sequence, ask
students to try and
predict what will
happen by reading
and watching the
blocks. Allow time
for the students to
investigate scratch
jr and begin adding
their own
characters and
backgrounds.

Grow and Shrink
Students create
and debug simple
programs.
Demonstrate the
grow and shrink
blocks - explain the
blocks link together
like a jigsaw or else
they won't work.
Students choose a
character (from
previous lesson)
and add blocks for
grow and shrink,
connecting them in
sequence.

Time to Move
Students use the
concept of cars
travelling along a
road on a city
background.
Demonstrate how
movement blocks
are combined with
speed blocks to
change speed,
iterations or

abbreviations fd, lt,
rt?
• Have they walked
the same size
steps?
• Have they turned
90° accurately?
• Does the
algorithm work?
• If it doesn't, can
you debug it?

From Here to
There
Students write their
own algorithm for
other routes around
school This could
simply be included
in the steps or as a
specific command,
remember that this
command wouldn’t
be used in Turtle
Logo.) Pairs share
their algorithms
with other student
to check, and
then debug any
errors.
.

Programming
Turtle Logo and
Scratch

Drawing shapes
Recap turtle
directional
language from
previous lessons.
Discuss the
features of squares
and rectangles.

rectangles. They
can then add the
key press block to
each algorithm.
Students save their
projects

Regular Polygons
in Scratch
Students create
algorithms for
regular polygons,
using the key press
command to start
each polygon with
a different letter.
Save the project.
Algorithm,
including sides and
angles,
independently.
Share with a
partner to test and
evaluate.

Pens
Demonstrate some
of the pen blocks,
set pen size and
set pen colour. (To
change the
pen colour click on
the little colour
square on the block
and click on the
screen to choose
that colour.)
Repeating
Patterns:
Demonstrate how
to combine
repeating shapes
to draw patterns.
Students draw
patterns and

Students combine
different effects
from above for
the right and wrong
answer..

Additional Effects
Teacher-led
discussion: When
are
sound effects
used?
Demonstrate
programming
sounds.
Students include
sounds at key
points in
their quiz.

Scoring
On the IWB
show the students
how to create a
scoring system.
Then demonstrate
how to set the
scoring up in an
existing program
and how to add the
‘change score by...’
block. This will
enable the correct
answers to
earn points and
incorrect answers
to lose points.
Students add a
simple scoring
system to their
programme -
extension - can you
program how to

Create the inside of
a basic house
.

Furniture
Model how to
import from the 3D
Warehouse.
Move and Rotate:
Show how to move
and rotate objects
using the Move tool.
Copy: Demonstrate
how to make
multiple copies of
an object.
Furnish: Students
add furniture from
the 3D warehouse,
import and
manipulate furniture
with support.

Your Room
NB this may take
2-3 sessions
Students plan their
own room,
considering what
size and shape it
will be, what
windows and doors
are needed, and
what furniture it
will need.
Skills: Remind
students of some of
the key skills they
will need.
Students create
their rooms

Flowol

including
controlling or
simulating physical
systems

Review problems
by decomposing
them into smaller
parts. student
design their own
race track in Kodu
and program a
character that they
can control around
the track from a
start point to a
finish.

Program a
character to be
controlled around
a custom track to
reach a goal or
event.

Racing Game
Design and review
using the students
existing games
from the previous
lesson by adding
opponent(s) and
programming to
automatically
follow a path,
creating a racing
game. Aim is to
have a character
programmed to
follow an
automatic route o
path .

Import the random
module and
generate random
numbers.

Review and revise
knowledge of
Python
programming.

Evaluate and
reflect on progress
and learning.



repetition to
program the cars.
Then allow
students to make
there own
combinations to
alter car
movements.

Repeat
Continuing using
the car movement
above students use
Repeat and forever
blocks. Gain an
understanding from
students of repeat
and forever. These
blocks are used to
create repetition of
an instruction
sequence.
Other
settings/backgroun
ds to extend
learning could
involve a
spaceman floating
in space or fish in
the sea - add
movement and
then use repeat or
forever.

Sounds 1.
Ask students to
select 3 animal
characters from the
character list on
scratch - these are
called sprites. The
students must pick
animals they can
make the noise of.

Using turtle
students create
their own program
for squares (fd 4, rt
90, fd 4, rt 90. fd 4.
rt 90, fd 4, rt 90)
and rectangles (fd
4, rt 90, fd 2, rt 90.
fd 4. rt 90, fd 2, rt
90) and attempt to
draw a
triangle and other
regular polygons.

Using repeat
Draw a range of
shapes using the
repeat.
Show students the
program for a
square
(fd 4, rt 90, fd 4, rt
90. fd 4. rt 90, fd 4,
rt 90). Ask students
how the program
could be simplified
- e.g. use repeat
instead of writing
the same code 4
times. The new
program would be
repeat 4 fd 4 rt 90.
Students to use
repeat to simplify
code for square
and rectangle and
attempt other
shapes.

Movement and
sound
Show the students
how to open
Scratch.
Demonstrate to the

experiment with the
pen tools to
create patterns
with octagons and
pentagons.

Drawing and
Desktop
Publishing

Objects
Teachers may
choose their own
context for the
content of the
drawing, but it
could relate to the
current topic or the
artist Kandinsky.
The lesson focuses
on drawing
different shapes
and lines. Students
explore the
features of a
drawing application
while drawing (a
house/picture in the
style
of
Kandinsky/picture
relating to topic).
Encourage them to
try out the different
tools. Can they
draw with
different shapes or
lines?
Save work in your
own file area.

Ordering
Students continue
their drawing from

remove points for
incorrect answer?

Create Your Own
Quiz! - NB This will
take at least 2
sessions maybe
more.
Which topic will you
pick for your quiz?
What questions are
you going to ask?
How can you
check your
answers are
correct? Students
can use questions
from previous
lessons or write
new ones, students
start a brand new
Scratch file and
name it with their
own name and that
of their topic.
student use the
knowledge and
skills they have
acquired over the
unit to create their
own
quiz.
1. Adding a
Backdrop.
program questions
3.add a sound
effect,

Test and Debug in
pairs, students play
another child’s
quizzes giving
feedback including:

What is a
Flowchart? Ask the
students if anyone
can describe what
is meant by a
flowchart and what
is it for.
Explain that a
flowchart is a way
of visually
displaying a set of
instructions (or an
algorithm)
Show an example
flowchart for making
a cup of tea and
talk through each
stages
together, following
the ‘flow’ of the
arrows.
Flowchart Symbols:
Show each of the
conventionally used
symbols and
establish what the
difference is
between each one;
Students to create a
worksheet to name
the shapes for each
one. Use key
vocabulary for types
of flowchart
symbols:
‘process’ and
‘decision’.

Creating a
Flowchart: Can
student design and
draw their own
flowchart for a given
process?



Using the
microphones
students record
animal sounds.
Teacher to upload
these sound files
for next lesson to
pupil area.

Sounds 2.
Students find the
sound files they
recorded in their
file. Allow students
to play and listen to
recordings.
Demonstrate how
to upload a sound
on scratch.
Students then add
correct animal
sounds to each of
their chosen
animals. Extension
- could students
add blocks such as
play sound when
an animal is
clicked?

Sequencing
Provide students
with a background
and characters to
use - show
students how to
upload sound from
the scratch files
already preloaded.
Students to then
use skills of
movement and
repeat and sound

students how to
start moving, add a
sound and move
back again to
make the cat
dance.
Students to then
choose there own
character (sprite)
and make it move
forward and back
and add a sound.
Save file in correct
place with
appropriate
filename.

Repeat and say
something
Students can open
files from previous
lesson.
Demonstrate where
the repeat block is
and students add
this block to
movement blocks
setting how many
times they want it
to repeat.
Ask students to
investigate the
blocks for a “say
something block” to
give a clue it is in
the purple section.
Students select the
block and type
something simple
they would like
their character to
say - extend or
support depending
on english levels of
student.

last week or start a
new one, perhaps
of a
building associated
with their topic or a
picture inspired by
Kandinsky.
Encourage them to
group objects
where necessary,
for example a
repeating pattern.
Can they group
objects? Part way
through, ask
them to add some
objects that go
behind ones they
have already
drawn. For
example ask them
to add a
hedge or fence
behind the
buildings. Can they
ungroup objects?
Can they change
the order of
objects?

Manipulating
Students continue
their drawing,
adding shapes and
lines, manipulating
them as they
require. Be
specific about
certain criteria that
are required for the
drawing, both by
particular tools
used, or certain
items that need to
be drawn.

positive comments,
any problems
with completing the
quiz, any tips on
debugging the
programme and if
necessary or
suggestions for
improvement.

Programming
Turtle

Procedures Design
Demonstrate how
to write a
procedure for a
square. Students
copy the procedure
for a square and
then try other
regular
polygons. They can
then try to write a
procedure for an
irregular shape (a
rectangle).

Colours
Show students that
you can set the
pencolour using
setpc and a
variable (setpc 3).
Show the standard
variables for the
different colours.
Also show how to
set the pen
width using
setpensize with a
variable. (Usually

e.g. Brushing
Teeth
Firstly write out the
steps then inout the
flowchart symbols
for a process or
decision etc.

Programming
outputs: Open the
software and
choose the mimic:
‘Zebra Crossing’.
Establish that this is
a computer
simulation of
a real life automatic
system.
Using the zebra
crossing
discuss...What are
the outputs? What
do they need to be
programmed to do?
(The outputs in this
case
are the yellow
flashing lights. They
should flash on and
off with a pause in
between).
Explain what the
symbols in the
program are for and
how to insert them
into the
‘workspace’.
Students create the
same sequence to
make the light flash
on and off. What
happens? Is it what
you
expected? How
does the algorithm



learnt in previous
lessons to
create a simple
program with a
sequence of linked
instructions.
Students then
evaluate their own
work and also a
friend's work.

Green flag
Demonstrate the
green flag, change
colour and key
press
commands. What
do you think will
happen?
Students create
their algorithm
using the Green
Flag but can they
run both green flag
and key press
algorithms at once?
How can you
change an
algorithm?
Students are to
create their own
algorithms to make
the sprite dance.
Can you add a
second
sprite? How will
you start your
second sprite?

Sprites
student create
a project with 2
characters (sprites)
in a
scene/background.
Add all blocks used
in previous lesson
and then share
project with partner
Evaluate project -
What do you like
about your project?
How have

Suggestions are on
the slide, which is
editable. Can they
move objects?
Can they change
the length and
direction of lines?
Can they change
the shape and size
of shapes?

Making Posters
Students are to
create a poster for
a school event (real
or fictional), using
the skills they
have gathered in
computing.
What Makes a
Good Poster? Give
the students a
range of posters
and ask them to
sort them into
those
that communicate
their message well,
and those that
don’t.. Use sticky
notes to explain
what works well
and what could be
improved in the
posters. Can the
student recognise
how text is used
well? Can they
explain how
images
are used well? Can
they describe the
layout of a
document?

setpensize 3 or
setpensize [3 3].)
Ask the
students to find the
investigate what
colours match the
numbers 1-10 e.g.
red is number 4.

Patterns
Using Squares:
Demonstrate
different patterns
using procedures
and colour.
Students can make
different patterns
using procedures
and colours. When
making the
patterns,
encouraging
students
to use the repeat
command.

Fill
Give the students a
few minutes to
draw a square (or
open a previous
square file or
provide a sqaure
depending on
ability) and see if
they can find out
how
to fill it with a
colour.
Demonstrate how
to fill shapes with
colour using the fill
command and how

need to be changed
to improve it? Save
project

Editing & Deleting
Symbols:
Open zebra
crossing project
Show that a new
symbol can be
inserted by
dropping it between
existing
symbols in the
flowchart. To delete
a symbol, select it
and press the
delete button. How
can we make
the sequence
continue? Students
edit and run the
new algorithm and
create and edit their
own flowcharts for
the crossing
mimics.

Multiple
Recap opening the
Flowol software and
ask students to load
the
‘Bridge Lights’
mimic, then save to
their area.
Show and Test
Outputs: What are
the outputs in the
sets of traffic lights?
You can show the
output labels
on a mimic
(simulation) by



you made it start?
What might you
improve?

Combining Text
and Images
Explain that they
are creating a
design of their own
poster for a school
event (real
or fictional).
Students create a
rough plan of their
poster using A4
paper, choosing
images, text and
shapes they want
to use. Plan text
they would like to
include on poster.

Images for Layout:
Ask the students to
search for images
online they would
like to use and
demonstrate how
to save in their own
network area.

Open desktop
publisher or similar
google publishing
software,
Demonstrate how
to insert the text
and images.
Remind the student
about the wrap text
formatting of
images and it is
important to keep
the aspect ratio of
images by resizing
them from the
corner.

to change the fill
colour.
Students draw a
filled square, then
try other colours
and shapes e.g.
any regular
polygon

Label
Briefly show the
label command,
can the students
find out how to
write text? Allow 5
mins investigating
before
demonstrating how
to write text and
how to change the
size and colour
using the label
command. (It is
only possible to
label with 1 word,
so to label several
words
use_the_underscor
e.)Students
experiment writing
text in different
colours and sizes
using the label
command. student
then draw regular
polygons, filling
and labelling them
if time allows or
open the previous
file and label
previous drawings.

clicking in the top
left corner. Test
each output by
clicking on it, to
make it
appear ‘on’.
Creating Your
Flowcharts: Can
students create a
flowchart to control
multiple outputs in
sequence?
Students create a
flowchart for just
one
set of lights (Set 1
in the main window)

Combining
N.B This may take
2-3 sessions
Explain that the aim
of these final
lessons is to put
into practice some
of the
skills developed
during previous
lessons in the unit.
Encourage a
discussion about
what the student
have
learnt to do with
flowchart
programming
including: turning
outputs on/off,
sequencing
instructions; using
decisions to check
on inputs; using
repeating loops.
Robot Mimic:
Introduce the Robot



Students  insert
their chosen
images into their
document and
create
the text boxes in
which they wish to
add their text. Once
they have created
their intended
layout, they
can start to type
their content into
the text boxes.

Effective Layouts
Ask the students to
open their
documents, make
them whole page
view,
leave them on the
screen and walk
around to look at
how other students
have laid out their
work. Ask them to
comment on any
particular layout
they like. Select
some student to
explain
what they liked,
and where possible
display those
documents on the
IWB for all to see.
Remind the student
of the expectations
for the layout in this
task – matching the
layout
requirements of the
text, and avoiding

mimic and explore
the various inputs
and outputs
available. Think of a
name for the robot!
A Robot Toy: Ask
the students to
imagine the robot
was a toy for a
younger child. What
could you program
it to do? Explore the
inputs and outputs
by clicking on them
in the mimic.
Students to make a
mind map of what
they might want the
robot to do, based
on its features.
Programming the
Robot: Students
combine skills to
create a new
flowchart.
Studentsindepende
ntly
design their own
flowchart to control
the robot to do the
tasks they designed
on mindmap.



large unnecessary
blank spaces.
Students then have
time to complete
their posters. Once
all the typing is
done they can
consider the
formatting of the
text boxes.

Evaluate your
finished work and a
class members
work.



Summer Term

Phase 2 Phase 3

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Creative projects

Artists Graphic designer Research post
Animation ,

digital stories

Cyberbullying and

digital stories

Presenter and

podcaster

DIrector,
videographer

and
photographer

Digital content

creators.

Planned PFA
links

What is an artist?

What does the job
involve?

What is a graphic
designer? What are
the other jobs
involved in graphic
design? What can
be designed using
graphic design?

How is research
conducted and
what are the
different ways?

What is animation
and the jobs
involved in
animation

Routes into
animation - setting
up own youtube
amateur accounts to
professional set up.

What jobs are
involved in radio?
How can you get
into jobs in radio
and what are the
routes into the
industry?

What jobs are
involved in film
making and the
routes into the film
industry.

What jobs are
involved in
podcasting? What
is involved in
podcasting, how do
you start and how
do amateurs make
money?

Planned cultural
capital
opportunities

Visit local galleries
and exhibitions to
see art in different
forms

Visit different
exhibition’s on
graphic design

Visit to local brands
to see how they
conduct research
and develop
content such as
Barbour or the
Baltic

Visiting local TV or
illustration studios
to see how an
animation takes
shape.

Going to see a Live
adaptation of Alice
in wonderland

Going to the cinema
to watch a book or
comic book which
has been animated.

Safety play -
cyberbullying
(dramatisation)

Visit BBC
Newcastle radio or
Metro Radio

Hospital radios and
amateurs radios
compared to
professional set
ups.

Visit any film
shoots on location
in the local area if
possible.

Interview Rosie
Ramsay who runs
a podcast from her
house Vs Interview
a professional set
up in a recording
studio.

Planned
Reading
opportunities

Research of look at
different characters
from stories;
Disney , Roald dahl
, Julia Donaldson,

Vincent’s starry
night

A history of
pictures.

Books to look at for
stories and
research plots

Roald dahl stories

The Secret garden

Comic books and
graphic novels of
various different
famous characters.

The BFG

The BFG - bullying Radio boy , book
series

Listen up, Rule the
air

Harry potter book
series

A series of
unfortunate events

Girls can vlog

Vlog it



Mr Men and other
familiar stories.

Dockside

1. Scrunch
and splat

2. Painted
faces

3. Spray
paint

The art book for
children

The story of
paintings

Frieda Kahlo and
the animalitos

My Museum

Keith haring , The
boy who just kept
on drawing

Fast Foward

1.Street art

2.Getting the
picture

Peter pan

The Borrowers

Fast forward as
starting points of
research

1.People have their
say.

2.GM foods

3. Drilling for oil

4.Volcanoes

5. The Great
Barrier reef.

Alice in wonderland

Where the wild
things are.

Winnie the pooh

Radio man

Fast forward

1.Acting the part

2.Making movies

3.The story of
hollywood

4. Scary Movie

Photo adventures
for kids

Gordon parks

Go photo

Fast forward

1.Acting the part

2.Making movies

3.The story of
hollywood

4. Scary Movie

The vlogger diaries
and how to become
an internet
sensation.

Fast forward

1.Acting the part

2.Making movies

3.The story of
hollywood

4. Scary Movie

Planned key
vocabulary
(subject
specific)

Paint examples

brush, lines,
mouse, cursor,
colour, fill, shapes
and move

Computing basics
Tower, mouse,
keyboard, tablet,
phone, mobile
device, button,
screen and touch
screen

Paint examples

brush, lines,
mouse, cursor,
colour, fill, shapes
and move

Computing basics
Tower, mouse,
keyboard, tablet,
phone, mobile
device, button,
screen and touch
screen

Internet research

Internet, browser,

explorer, chrome,

firefox, search

engine, google.

Fast search, key

words, key images,

shopping, good

sources, context

plagiarism,

dictionary

Presenting with

powerpoint

Animation

Brush, colour,

move, animate,

scene, narrative

character.

Safe words and

Cyber bullying

examples (available

as a separate

dictionary

Safe adult, key

words, creating

account, adult

supervision,

stranger, chat room,

bullying, kindness,

open conversation,

Radio station

Microphone,

record, on/off,

going live, xlr, jack

to jack, audio

interface, recording

audio, wave form,

mp3 and podcast.

Music and adverts

voice over,

branding, script,

sequence, timing,

Video and FIlm
Cut , edit , record ,
film, camera,
buttons, focus and
capture. Photo,
video, edit,
develop editor,
cuts, scenes and
narrative.

Computer
software, cut edit,
paste, move,
duplicate, repeat,
extend, sync,
audio file,video
file, syncing to
video,
broadcasting,
promoting
,premiere pro, final

Video and FIlm
Cut , edit , record ,
film, camera,
buttons, focus and
capture. Photo,
video, edit, develop
editor, cuts, scenes
and narrative.

Radio station

Microphone,

record, on/off,

going live, xlr, jack

to jack, audio

interface, recording



Present, read,

slides, duplicate,

order , reorder,

develop, add image

, copy, paste,

move, icon.

and cutting and

pasting audio.

cut, filmora and
chroma key

audio, wave form,

mp3 and podcast.

Vlog, vlogcast,

podcast and digital

content.

Painting

Colours
Demonstrate how
to launch the
painting application
that you are using,
select different
colours
and paint a picture.
Students paint a
picture using
different colours.
Can they change
colours? Paintings
could relate to
some learning in
class. student save
their paintings.
(Model this if the
student are not yet
confident with
how and where to
save their work.)
.

Brushes
Using the paint
application,
demonstrate how
to use different
brushes in the
application..
Students start a
new painting or

Computer Art

Pixel Pointillism
introduce the idea
of Pointillism. Show
examples of
Pointillism artwork
by the French
painter, Georges
Seurat. Does it look
the same if you
look closer at it?
What colours can
you see within the
painting?
Show student the
toolbar for Paint
and discuss the
different tools
available.
Students recreate
the image
they have been
given using dots.
Recreate a
Pointillist picture of
an apple. Students
can then choose a
more advanced
picture
to recreate

Mastering
Mondrian

Internet Research

Understanding the
importance of Key
words and word
order while
searching online,
how this may
create different
outcomes for a final
search effecting
results.

Understanding how
search use key
words to bring a
results page using
different search
engines. Saving
and Sharing
Create a simple
reading list, or a
bookmark tab or
star pages.

How do we
communicate
online,
investigating all the
different ways to
communicate
online, how many
forms can they
find? and is it safe

Animation

History of
Animation Analyse,
evaluate and
present data and
information in the
context of
understanding the
history of
animation. • to be
able to describe
early forms of
animation before
computers and how
computers have
made a difference.

Stick Figure
Animation
Show example
animations.
Demonstrate tools
in 2animate such
as
adding scenes,
removing scenes,
drawing tools and
onion skinning To
create a short
computer
animation using
one or more
moving stick

Cyberbullying

Discuss with
students how to
respond to a hurtful
message online,
how to report a
message to a
trusted adult and
talk to them when I
am unsure of
something I see
online. Make a mind
map of what to do.

Use the previous
learning to search
the internet
appropriately and
effectively using a
browser. Set up a
search engine
activity where
keywords must be
used to find correct
information -
differentiate
worksheet including
amount of key
words required.

Plagarism and what
that looks like
online, to
understand using

Radio station

Introducing the
audio software
audacity, to use
software to create
my own sounds by
recording, editing
and playing. To
interview a friend
using different
questions and
record this and add
sounds.

Jingles
Using free online
library services
where necessary or
sound creation in 2
simple. To combine
audio effects to
create an original
radio jingle.

Planning Podcasts
Research and plan
digital content for a
radio podcast.
What are the
podcasts that
teenagers are
listening too?
Create a mindmap

Film Making

Introduction to
filmmaking,
knowing what a
script is and how
to create dialogue
for film and Tv
then use
appropriate
software and other
tools effectively to
write a film script.

Research content
within a theme of
film making to
locate and check
appropriate digital
content, and
provide accurate
crediting of
sources. for
instance looking
copyright of
famous phrases of
imagery in films

Filming , use a
variety of software
on a range of
digital devices to
design and create
a range of content
that accomplish

Podcast ,
vlogging and
digital radio.

Developing the
uses of audio
based software.

On current content
online and a theme
which is current.
What could be
featured on an
epinay podcast?
Develop a deeper
understand of
content creation for
a specific
demographicS

Student use audio
recording software
as a development
of sound recording.
To create my own
sounds by
recording, editing
and playback.

Student combine
existing sounds
with their own
unique voice
content to create
sounds in the style



continue their
previous painting.
They should be
able to explore
the different
brushes available
in the application
that they are using.
Show the student
how and where
to save their work.

Shapes and Fill
Give students time
to explore. Can
students work out
how to draw
shapes and fill
areas?
Demonstrate how
to draw different
shapes using
different colours.
Show how to fill an
area on screen.
Point out that if an
area is not
enclosed, the
bucket will fill a
larger area than
intended.
Students paint a
picture using the
shape and fill tools.
A house is a good
example to start
with.
student save their
paintings (you may
need to remind
student, or model,
how to do this).

Show student
examples of
Mondrian’s art and
work produced in
his style. What do
the student notice
about it? What is
the same in all the
examples? How do
they differ? Can
they think of
what mediums
could be used to
make a piece of art
in this style?
model drawing a
line. Students are
to try and draw
lines then produce
their own attempts
of a
Mondrian-inspired
piece of
art.

Reference points ;
composition A,
composition II ,
composition

Pablo Picasso:
Cubist painter.
Cubism: When
looking at
examples of his
artwork, get
students to discuss
what they think he
has painted
and what shapes
they can see in his
art.
Model changing
the size and
colours of the

to communicate
online?

How to stay safe
when
communicating
online, knowing
that they should
have a safe person
to talk to about
things they witness
online - parent
teacher or adult .
Write a paragraph
outline who their
key person is and
who else/other
agencies they
could contact - add
agency contact info
and logos.

Create a poster
outlining
how to be safe and
responsible online
using safe
communication,
searching and how
to use a web
browser to use a
search engine and
how to develop
their research
using one
appropriately. Also
the child should be
able to say and
discuss different
ways to stay safe
online and who to
report to a
safe/trusted adult
such as a teacher
or a parent.

figures. such as;
2simple.

Recording
Movement
Students should be
able to create a
recorded animation
involving a number
of moving
characters on a
background.

Structured timing
Students use
structure specific
timing of
animations using a
time slider. such as
moving a character
towards a goal.

Stop-Motion
Animation
Using a camera to
create a short
stop-motion
animation film.

Evaluating
Animation Create
an animation using
one of the
techniques above,
evaluate animation
and also have it
peer assessed by a
classmate.

someone else’s
content online and
how this affects the
beginning of
copyright law.

Understand the term
‘plagiarism’ and how
to avoid it.

Too Much
Information?
How to manage and
create digital
profiles online and
how much
information should
be on an account as
the child grows up.
Is it safe to have
their how address
listed on a game
page?.

How to be a
responsible digital
citizen.Discuss what
a responsible digital
citizen is - create a
piece of work either
a poster, animation
or leaflet outlining
how you and others
can be a digital
citizen.

Create an online
safety superhero
character to
promote cyber
safety as a way to
educate younger
student and adults
around them about
the importance of

of podcasts - do
you listen to any?
Create a
questionnaire for
KS4 classes to see
if they listen to
podcasts.

Use youtube,
spotify and apple
music as sources
for content.

Plan a podcast
You are running a
radio station and
have been asking
to produce a
podcast for the
station

- What will
be the
theme of
your radio
station's
music?

- Will you
do the
podcast
alone or
with a
partner?

- What
topics will
you
discuss?

- Create a
mini script
for
podcast

Pair up students
who may not be
willing to participate
in actual recording

given goals of a
short film or vlog,
including
collecting,
analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data
and information in
the context of
filming
documentaries
using digital
devices and
importing them
into video editing
software.Film
using  digital
recording devices
to create content
and import into
video editing
software. This
could be multiple
clips to edit
together as one
final piece of a one
shot short.

Knowing me,
knowing you,
using research
techniques to find
and source
different interviews
to evaluate such
as late night
comedy hosts like
Jimmy Fallon and
James Corder,
also across the
spectrum at
Vogues 73
question
interviews with
famous people

of vlog or podcast.
Combine audio
effects to create an
original idea for a
radio/ vlog or
podcast.

Develop Podcasts
student research
and plan
appropriate digital
content for
presentation on a
radio show,
podcast and vlog.
To research and
plan digital content
for a radio podcast
and blog. Looking
at how to floor map
camera angles and
how to set up
multiple audio
microphones.

Recording
Podcasts Select,
use and combine a
variety of software
on a range of
digital devices to
create content that
accomplish given
goals, including
collecting,
analysing,
evaluating and
presenting data
and information.

Students  can use
sound recording
software to create
appropriate digital
content for



Undo and Redo
Write a simple on
the IWB describing
a meal.
Students launch
the painting
application and
paint a picture to
go with the
sentence e.g.
a picture of their
meal.  Demonstrate
how to use undo
and redo Students
start a new painting
of their favourite
food, making sure
they use different
colours, brushes,
and the shape and
fill tools. Encourage
them to try things
out, using undo to
correct
anything, and
redoing where
needed.

Using text
Demonstrate how
to add text in the
paint application
and format the
words by changing
their shape or
colour.
Students start a
new painting and
paint a portrait
either of
themselves or
somebody else and
add

shape, as well as
how to rotate a
shape.
Students to
recreate Cubism
artwork - give out
examples of
artwork to recreate.
Reference points
Sunday afternoon
on the Island.

Creating and using
the style of Pop Art.
introduce Andy
Warhol and the
Pop Art style.
Identify the use of
bright colours and
the way that colour
didn’t always stay
within the lines.
Model how and
where to retrieve
their portrait file
either through MS
Paint
Students then to be
given time to try
and produce their
art independently.
Reference points
Campbell's soup
can and
Madonna portraits
By Warhol
Text pieces by Roy
Lichtenstein.

Evaluate and use
the different styles
of the above artist
to create a final

Presentation
software

Using folders
appropriately and
safely to store and
find documents in
the correct format.
Students to named
folders using their
basic computer
skills. Demonstrate
how to create
folder and then
how to save files
with appropriate file
name. Students to
then create a
presentation folder
and save a file in
that folder with a
name related to
presentation topic
(tbc)

Understanding how
to add different
slides and the
types of formats
provided in
powerpoint and
slides. Trying
different formats to
present information
in a creative way.

Adding appropriate
images to the
presentation and
be able to
manipulate them ;
crop, move format
such as tight or
through. Using

being safe online.
Use 2simple 2paint
to create the
character with
audience in mind,
name the character
and give him a
slogan if possible.

but could have a
technical role e.g.
sound.

Recording
Podcasts. Using
software to create
and present digital
content for a radio
podcast, including
their jingle
introduction or
adverts they have
created..

To design and
record a persuasive
radio advert for
your radio station.
Listening to familiar
sources such as
youtube to see
what is advertised
and if there's a
format to follow, do
the public
understand the
uses of placed
adverts.

To present and
evaluate audio
content for a
podcast, this is to
be evaluated by
friends and looking
at home to develop
the content for
further podcast.
Looking at what a
demographic is and
why it is important
to consider content.

and how this
differs in context.
Plan, conduct and
import video
interviews as part
of a short film/vlog.

Editing Select,
use and combine
a variety of
software on a
range of digital
devices to design
and create a range
of content that
accomplish a
given storyboard
or format. Use
video editing
software to create
a short film or vlog
to edit the order of
clips .

Publishing the film
video editing
software to turn a
film project into a
finished movie and
present it. to
simply the class or
upload this to
youtube and share
this via a private
link internally.This
could also be
reviewed if the
content suits the
school youtube
page.

.

presentation of
digital radio shows,
podcasts or vlog
style interviews.

Create a digital
feedback system
where an audience
can provide
feedback about the
podcast. vlog or
radio station. This
research is to be
logged saved and
used for developing
content.

To  present and
evaluate audio
content as a
podcast, vlog or
digital radioshow
using relative
features such as
songs, jingles and
video clips where
necessary..



text. Some student
could add a name,
while others could
also include
information. Can
you find the text
tool? Can you type
words and
sentences? Can
you change the
font or colour?

To then use all
together functions
and creativity
together to create a
poster in a given
theme by the
teacher, the child
should be able to
save and print work
with the character
and some text on
the piece.

Online Safety

Review the
following with
students

SMART Rules
Personal info -
what is it how do I
protect it?
What is an email?

masterpiece of
digital art. This
could be portrait,
landscapes or still
life.
Use and retrieve,
previous
documents to
reference in their
final piece the end
goal should be to
create a new piece
which is saved,
retrieved and
named in an
appropriate place.
It should also stay
within the theme
set out but the
teacher and build
all previous
techniques.

Using the Internet
Review the
following
;
Safe searching
Key word searches
Following links on
websites
Taking photos - you
need permission
Positive comments
online.

either picture
format tab or right
clicking to see
these options.

Change and
reorder a
presentation in the
software such
adding in a
contents page
changing the slides
into chronological
order of a story

To then print out
the slides and add
notes to develop
either design or
add notes for a
script, this could be
added to the
software.

Printed document
should contain
notes pages, or
slides two to a
page final the
name of the child..


